2016 Press Release: OIA High School Students Rank tied
for 7th Highest State-wide and tied for 3rd Highest
Among State Private Schools in SAT
OIA student performance on the SAT and PSAT was
very strong and indicative of the impact a rigorous
curriculum has on OIA students as well as the
impact of integrating SAT prep classes into the core
curriculum. OIA's average SAT score (taken this year by sophomores, juniors, and
seniors) is tied for the seventh highest among all schools (tied for third among
private schools) in Oregon based on public information provided by the respective
high schools' college profiles and also by information provided by Niche.com's
high school rankings. Click HERE for more details. OIA's average SAT scores would
rank ahead of average scores at Jesuit High School, St. Mary’s Academy, and
Valley Catholic School. In addition, OIA sophomores and juniors performed well
on the PSAT, a qualifying test for the National Merit Scholarship program taken by
3.6 million students this past year. In total, the average junior scored in the 93rd
percentile (i.e., higher than 93% of all test takers nationally) with scores ranging
all the way up to the 99th percentile. The average sophomore scored in the 80th
percentile for sophomores nationally with scores ranging all the way up to the
97th percentile. The average junior scored in the 88th percentile in reading and
writing and the 93rd percentile in math. The average sophomore scored in the
73rd percentile in reading and writing and in the 79th percentile in mathematics.
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2015-2016 Smarter Balanced & OAKS* Results
for ISMET/OIA Students
Tigard, Oregon, USA 6/30/2016 - The Muslim Educational Trust is proud to release overall school results of
both the Islamic School of MET (ISMET) and the Oregon Islamic Academy (OIA) for the Smarter Balanced Test
(English language and mathematics and the Oregon Assessment of Knowledge and Skills (OAKS—science and
social science for 5th and 8th graders) for the 2015/2016 academic year. 3rd , 4th, and 6th graders were tested
in mathematics and reading/literature, 5th and 8th graders were tested in mathematics, reading/literature,
science, and social sciences.
NOTE: OAKS (science and social science tests) labels scores that meet state expectations as “Met” and scores
that exceed state expectations as “Exceeded.” Smarter Balanced tests labels scores as Level 1 (low), Level 2,
Level 3, and Level 4 (high). For the purposes of this press release, a test that “Meets” expectations
corresponds with a “Level 3” score on Smarter Balanced and a test that “Exceeds” expectations corresponds
with a “Level 4” score on Smarter Balanced. Results do not include the scores of ESL learners.
Overall, ISMET/OIA students performed well.
























20% of all tests taken school wide scored in the 90th+ percentile (i.e., 90% of Oregon test takers scored
lower), 37% of tests scored in the 80th+ percentile, 56% of tests scored in the 70th+ percentile, and 76%
of all tests scored in the 60th+ percentile.
Overall, 83% of all tests taken in ISMET and OIA met (Level 3) or exceeded (Level 4) state expectations.
87% of all ISMET tests taken (in mathematics, reading/literature, and science) met or exceeded state
expectations (with 47% of all tests exceeding state expectations).
87% of ISMET tests met or exceeded state expectations in mathematics
84% of ISMET tests met or exceeded state expectations in English language
100% of ISMET tests met or exceeded state expectations in science.
100% of ISMET tests met or exceeded state expectations in social science.
60% of ISMET students exceeded state expectations on at least one test.
48% of ISMET students exceeded state expectations in mathematics.
45% of ISMET students exceeded state expectations in English Language.
73% of ISMET students exceeded state expectations in science.
64% of ISMET students exceeded state expectations in social science
80% of all OIA tests taken (in mathematics, English Language, and science) met or exceeded state
expectations
60% of OIA tests met or exceeded state expectations in mathematics
97% of OIA tests met or exceeded state expectations in English Language
67% of OIA tests met or exceeded state expectations in science
100% of OIA tests met or exceeded state expectations in social science
91% of OIA tests met or exceeded state expectations in writing.
41% of OIA students exceeded state expectations on at least one test.
26% of OIA students exceeded state expectations in mathematics.
30% of OIA students exceeded state expectations in English Language
50% of OIA students exceeded state expectations in social science.

Students performed comparably with or outperformed many of the leading individual public school districts in
many or all subject areas. These districts include the Beaverton Public School District, Lake Oswego Public
School District, Portland Public Schools District, and the Tigard-Tualatin Public School District.
There were many strong class performances. As a group, 98% of all 5th grade tests met or exceeded state
expectations in mathematics, English language, science, and social science, with 62% of all tests exceeding
state expectations, with 26% of all tests in the 90th+ percentile. 100% of all 7th graders met or exceeded state
expectations in English Language, and 100% of 8th graders met or exceeded state expectations in both writing
and social sciences with 89% of 8th graders meeting or exceeding expectations in English Language..

ISMET/OIA is extremely proud of its students, its teaching staff, its administration, and its community
volunteers. We thank and praise Allah for His help and guidance and look forward to continued success in the
future, Inshaa Allah.
For more information, please contact: Ms. Rania Ayoub, MET's Public Relations Director, 503.579.6621 or
rania@metpdx.org .
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2015-2016 ITBS (Iowa Test of Basic Skills) Results for ISMET Students,
Grades K through 2 nd
Tigard, Oregon, USA - 6/20/2016 - The Muslim Educational Trust is proud to release overall school results of the Islamic School of
MET (ISMET) for the Iowa Test of Basic Skills (ITBS) for the 2015/2016 academic year.
*Note: A percentile rank indicates what percentage of the testing population a student, class as a whole, school as a whole, etc.,
th
scores higher than. For example, a score of 95 percentile indicates that a student, class as a whole, school as a whole, etc., scored
higher than 95% of all test takers in the same category. Results do not include the scores of ESL learners.
Kindergartners took tests in :





th

Reading (vocabulary, reading words, and comprehension)—96 national percentile class average, 98th percentile amongst
all schools in the country
th
Language (word analysis and listening)—90 national percentile class average, 96th percentile amongst all schools in the
country
Mathematics (concepts, problem solving, and computation)—88th percentile class average, 95th percentile amongst all
schools in the country
COMPOSITE (TOTAL for all subjects) –91st national percentile class average, 97th percentile amongst all schools in the
country

st

1 graders took tests in:








th

th

Reading (vocabulary and comprehension)-- 68 national percentile class average, 78 percentile amongst all schools in the
country
th
Language (word analysis, listening, and spelling)--49 national percentile class average, 53rd percentile amongst all schools
in the country
Mathematics (concepts, problem solving, and computation)—78th national percentile class average, 87th percentile
amongst all schools in the country
nd
Social Studies—56 national percentile class average, 64th percentile amongst all schools in the country
th
Science—88 national percentile class average, 94th percentile amongst all schools in the country
th
Sources of Information--58 national percentile class average, 68th percentile amongst all schools in the country
th
COMPOSITE (TOTAL for all subjects) –65 national percentile class average, 75th percentile amongst all schools in the
country

2nd graders took tests in:








nd

Reading (vocabulary and comprehension) –62 national percentile class average, 72nd percentile amongst all schools in the
country
Language (word analysis, listening, and spelling) –75th national percentile class average, 82th percentile amongst all schools
in the country
th
Mathematics (concepts, problem solving, and computation) --48 national percentile class average, 52nd percentile
amongst all schools in the country
th
Social Studies--48 national percentile class average, 52nd percentile amongst all schools in the country
th
Science—59 national percentile class average, 66th percentile amongst all schools in the country
th
Sources of Information--70 national percentile class average, 79th percentile amongst all schools in the country
COMPOSITE (TOTAL for all subjects) –62nd national percentile class average, 70th percentile amongst all schools in the
country

ISMET/OIA is extremely proud of its students, its teaching staff, its administration, its and community
volunteers. We thank and praise Allah for His help and guidance and look forward to continued success in the
future, Inshaa Allah.
For more information, please contact: Ms. Rania Ayoub, MET's Public Relations Director, 503.579.6621 or
rania@metpdx.org .

